Key questions
How has the exploration drilling activity been on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) this year? How is the current activity of the key operators on the UKCS? Where is the UKCS production heading over the next few years? Find answers in our United Kingdom Continental Shelf Solution (UKCSolution), a comprehensive tool that gives you a clear overview of key activities on the UK Continental Shelf.

UKCSolution enables you to
- Map key activities by license and field for the entire UKCS
- Obtain valuation and full cash flow profiles for all assets
- Analyze production profiles of key operators
- Leverage the UKCS production outlook for strategic decisions

Key features
- Interactive map with key activities by license and field
- Excel based economic modelling tool for greater valuation flexibility
- Transaction analysis, work program and drilling plans

Ideal for
- Oil and gas companies
- Financial market: Investors, investment banking, equity research and M&A
- Governments and governmental agencies
- Consulting and advisory firms

Comprehensive insights into key license and field activities on the United Kingdom Continental Shelf